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Agenda

� JSON4J

�Ajax proxy

�Summary

The presentation will touch on JSON4J and the Ajax proxy.
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Web 2.0 to SOA connectivity overview

� For enabling 
connectivity from Ajax 
clients and mashup  to 
external Web services, 
internal SOA services, 
and other JEE assets.

�Extends enterprise data 
to customers and 
partners through Web 
feeds.

JSON

Browser

Ajax 

Web 
remoting 

SOA / JEE assets 

Atom / RSS

Feed reader

Ajax

Web 
feeds 

Ajax 
proxy 

WebSphere Application Server

External Web services

The Web 2.0 to SOA connectivity is for enabling connectivity from Ajax clients to external 
Web services, internal SOA services, and other JEE assets. It allows for exposing 
enterprise data over the Web.
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JSON4JJSON4J

Section

This section covers JSON4J
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REST

� REST is the acronym for Representational State Transfer

� It is the architectural model on which the World Wide Web 
is based

� Principles of REST
�Resource centric approach
�All relevant resources are addressable through URIs
�Uniform access through HTTP – GET, POST, PUT, DELETE
�Content type negotiation allows retrieving alternative representations 

from same URI

� REST style services
�Are easy to access from code running in Web browsers, any other 

client or servers
�Can serve multiple representations of the same resource

REST, Representational State Transfer, is the architectural model on which the World 
Wide Web is based.  REST is a resource centric approach where all relevant resources 
are addressable through URIs.  REST allows uniform access through HTTP – GET, 
POST, PUT, DELETE where the content type negotiation allows retrieving alternative 
representations from same URI. REST style services are easy to access from code 
running in Web browsers; any other client or servers and can serve multiple 
representations of the same resource.
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JSON

� The vast majority of the clients of a restful service will be written in 
JavaScript™

� In recognition of that, JSON (JavaScript object notation) allows for rapid 
exchange of JavaScript objects, but also in a simple, human-readable 
format

� JSON consumes a little less bandwidth than XML and works well with 
all browsers

� JSON is built up from a collection of name-value pairs and ordered lists 
of values

{ 
"customer" : { 

"name" : "Jane Doe", 
"company" : "Acme Enterprises”

}
} 

JSON, or JavaScript Object Notation, allows for rapid exchange of JavaScript objects, in a 
simple, human-readable format. JSON consumes a little less bandwidth than XML and 
works well with all browsers.  JSON is built up from a collection of name-value pairs and 
ordered lists of values. JSON4J library is an implementation of JSON for use within Java 
environments.
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JSON4J

� JSON4J library is an implementation of JSON for 
use within Java environments 

� JSON4J provides a fast transform for XML->JSON 
conversion

�Reasons to use JSON
�Dealing with XML at the browser has some challenges

� XML must be parsed, translated to a DOM tree or JavaScript object

� Requires additional JavaScript DOM objects

� Often requires additional JavaScript to hide browser specific complexity

� Impacts client side performance

JSON4J provides fast transformation from XML to JSON. Dealing with XML at the browser 
has some challenges:  the XML must be parsed and translated to a DOM tree or complex 
object that can be readily manipulated by JavaScript. It also requires additional JavaScript 
DOM objects to be present and often additional JavaScript is needed to hide the browser 
specific complexity. Dealing with XML at the client impacts client side performance.
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Ajax proxyAjax proxy

Section

This section covers the Ajax proxy.
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Overview

�Ajax based Web applications sometimes want to 
do Ajax requests to servers different from the 
server that served the HTML document

� This is restricted by today's XMLHttpRequest and 
IFrame implementations
�Requests are only allowed to the server that served the 

current document

�This is to prevent malicious Ajax code served on one site 
from using the browser as basis for attacking other 
servers 

Ajax based Web applications sometimes want to make Ajax requests to servers other than 
the server that served the HTML document. For example, your portlet could be served 
from www.mycompany.com but your Ajax application tries to load a feed from cnn.com. 
The ability to do Ajax requests to servers other than the server that served the HTML 
document is restricted by today's XMLHttpRequest and IFrame implementations. For 
security, requests are only allowed to the server that served the current document. This 
prevents malicious code served on one site from using a browser as basis for attacking 
other servers. 
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Ajax proxy

�An Ajax proxy is an application level proxy server 
that mediates HTTP requests and responses 
between Web browsers and servers

�Allows Web browsers to bypass the same-origin 
policy accessing vendor servers using the 
XMLHttpRequest object

Server

Ajax proxy
Server

Server

Client

An Ajax proxy is an application-level proxy server that mediates HTTP requests and responses between 
Web browsers and servers. Ajax proxies allow Web browsers to bypass the same-origin policy and therefore 
to access vendor servers using XMLHttpRequest. To realize this bypassing, you can choose from two 
approaches.

The first approach is that the client-side Web application is aware of the vendor URL and passes it as a 
request parameter in the HTTP request to the Ajax proxy. The proxy then forwards the request to some 
www.remoteservice.com. Note that you can hide the use of a proxy server in the implementation of the Ajax 
library used by the Web application developer. From the Web application developer’s point of view, it might 
appear that there is no same-origin policy at all. 

The second approach is that the client-side Web application is not aware of the vendor URL, and it tries to 
access resources on the Ajax proxy server through HTTP. By a predefined encoding rule, the Ajax proxy 
translates the requested URL into a vendor server URL and retrieves contents on behalf of the client. In this 
case, it looks to the Web application developer like the application is communicating with the proxy server 
directly. 

In a network environment, a proxy is positioned between the requesting client and the server. It accepts 
requests from the client and passes them onto the server. It accepts the request for the server and passes 
the result onto the client. 

The proxy provided with the IBM WebSphere Application Server Feature Pack for Web 2.0 is a reverse proxy 
installed near one or more servers. Connections coming through the reverse proxy are forwarded to the 
requested server. From the client’s perspective, it appears that the requests are originating from the same 
server even though the reverse proxy might forward requests to different Web servers. 
The proxy can be used to broker client requests from multiple Domains while using Ajax. JavaScript 
sandboxing rules prevent network requests to servers other than where the JavaScript originated from. As an 
example, if the JavaScript application originated from Domain A and attempts to use an XMLHttpRequest to 
Domain B, the browser will prevent the Domain B request. The proxy can be used to broker the request 
which provides the appearance to the client that the request came from the same server from which the 
JavaScript originated. 
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Ajax proxy

Ajax communication methods include XMLHttpRequest and IFrame requests. This image 
abbreviates XMLHttpRequest as XHR. These methods allow the browser to send HTTP 
requests to a server at any time with or without a user action. One limitation of an IFrame 
or XMLHttpRequest request is the restriction to make a request to a server other than the 
one that served the original HTML page. This limitation is sometimes known as a same-
domain limitation or same-origin policy and exists as a security measure to prevent hacker
script injection by redirecting the page to an untrusted server. However, an Ajax-based 
Web application might need to make a request to a server that is different than the server 
that served the main HTML page. Client-side methods exist to work around the same-
domain limitation, but these methods have drawbacks. The recommended solution to the 
same-domain limitation is to use a proxy server to forward the request to a server on a 
different domain. An example of proxy server use is shown in the diagram. In this diagram, 
a proxy server is forwarding requests to a server in domain B.
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Ajax proxy goals

�A lightweight proxy to enable browser based 
access to cross-site services in a Web 2.0 fashion

�Ajax proxy can run embedded as a Web archive 
(WAR) within another J2EE application or stand-
alone

�Uses J2EE application level security for proxy 
access control

�Support for white-listing policies for filtering on 
criteria of incoming requests such as: cookies, 
MIME types, HTTP headers, HTTP verbs like GET, 
POST, and PUT

An Ajax proxy enables browser-based access to cross-site services. It can run embedded 
within another J2EE application or stand-alone with the emphasis on ease of use. In 
addition, it uses J2EE application level security for proxy access control and does not 
require WebSphere runtime or configuration integration since its configuration is static. 
Ajax proxy also has support for white-listing policies for filtering criteria of incoming 
requests such as cookies and mime types.
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Ajax proxy architecture

• ProxyServlet
• proxy-config.xml

Jakarta commons HttpClient
3.0.1

Service 
endpoints

Clients

J2EE application 
components

J2EE Application running in application server 

/proxy

This diagram shows the general architecture of Ajax proxy. Different end points aggregate 
to the same domain making it look like everything is coming from one place. Ajax proxy is 
customized with the application and it runs within the Web container therefore 
performance is determined by the tuning of the Web container as opposed to the proxy. 
The difference between this Ajax proxy and the other WebSphere Application Server 
proxies like the Web messaging channels is that it is a reverse proxy meaning that it is an 
application level proxy; it must be embedded within an application. Other proxies are lower 
level proxies.
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Ajax proxy usage examples

� Embedded as part of the J2EE application (eclipse 
development)
�As a servlet, the proxy can be embedded in your J2EE application

and deployed with the application

� Embed the Ajax proxy Web archive (WAR) file within the J2EE 
application project, configure proxy-config.xml, deploy the 
application

� As a stand-alone Web application
�As a servlet, the proxy can run as a standard Web application. Other 

applications can use the proxy to broker requests

�Install the Ajax proxy Web archive (WAR) file as a Web-based 
application, configure the proxy-config.xml to define URI

There are some examples of Ajax proxy usage. The Ajax proxy can be applied in many 
ways. Here are just two scenarios which will give you an idea on how you might use the 
proxy function. 

As a servlet, the proxy can be embedded in your J2EE application and deployed with the 
application. Embedding the proxy with the application allows the proxy to be deployed with 
the application in a ready-to-run configuration. You might choose to embed the Ajax proxy 
in your application if you are building an application that combines the content from one or 
more service endpoints in an Ajax based application. 

Modify your application.xml and geronimo-application.xml (if using WebSphere Application 
Server Community Edition 2.0) to include the Ajax proxy Servlet. Normally, if you already 
have an enterprise EAR file created, you can associate the Ajax proxy for IBM WebSphere 
WAR file with your EAR project and Eclipse will take care of the rest. 

Modify the proxy-config.xml to define URI context paths, URLs, and policies that the proxy 
will support. 

Build your application with Ajax proxy servlet and deploy it to either WebSphere 
Application Server V6.1 or WebSphere Application Server Community Edition 2.0

As a servlet, the proxy can run as a standard Web application. Other applications can use 
the proxy to broker requests. To do this, modify the proxy-config.xml to define URI context 
paths and polices that the proxy will support. Then deploy the Ajax proxy for IBM 
WebSphere WAR file to your application server.
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proxy-config.xml

�Defines the policy by which URI requests are 
allowed to pass through the proxy 

�Defines how context paths from the client will be 
mapped to the URI on a sever

� The proxy-config.xml file can be modified by an 
editor and needs to be in location on the 
CLASSPATH which the proxy Servlet can locate

�Changes to the proxy-config.xml file are not 
dynamic

The proxy-config.xml file defines the policy by which URI requests are allowed to pass 
through the proxy and how context paths from the client will be mapped to the URI on a 
server.

This file can be modified in an editor and needs to be in a location on the CLASSPATH 
that the proxy Servlet can locate. Changes to the proxy-config.xml file are not dynamic 
therefore the servlet needs to be restarted for the changes to be recognized.
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proxy-config.xml example

In this example, you can see the mapping contextpath defining the URLs from which the 
HTTP requests will be mapped. You can also see the policies defined.
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Importance of Ajax proxy

�Can be configured to only support access to 
certain Web sites

�Content filtering from a vendor site
�A proxy server guaranteeing the content type returned 

from vendor Web site matches a configured permissible 
content type is an example of content filtering

�Ajax proxy server can be used to convert response 
data to a format a Web application expects
�Example of a proxy server converting data: A proxy 

server converting a Web service response from XML to 
JSON for consumption by a browser

Choosing to proxy Ajax requests instead of using a browser based or client-side proxy 
alternative can be beneficial. A proxy server can be configured to only support access to 
certain Web sites; whereas a browser-based solution does not have the ability to restrict 
cross-domain access on a per server basis. Another proxy server benefit is content 
filtering from a vendor site. A proxy server guaranteeing the content type returned from 
vendor Web site matches a configured permissible content type is an example of content 
filtering. Using the proxy server to convert response data to a format a Web application 
expects is also another benefit of the proxy. For example, proxy server can convert a Web 
service response from XML to JSON for consumption by a browser.
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Ajax proxy limitations

�HTML rewrites
�Will not rewrite the URL request in the body of the data 

returned in the HTTP response

�Example:
�proxy mapping rule [<proxy:mapping 

contextpath="/http/*" /> URL] requests to the proxy with 
the context path /http/www.myothersite.com will redirect 
to http://www.myothersite.com and return the result to 
the browser. 

�Image tag <IMG href="/images/mypicture.jpg" /> in an 
HTML page returned by www.myothersite.com.

There are a few limitations of the Ajax proxy; specifically HTML rewrites and security.

With HTML rewrite, the proxy will not attempt to rewrite the URL request in the body of the 
data returned in the HTTP response. Take a look at the example shown here. The 
browser will issue a request for /images/mypicture.jpg to the proxy servlet which will 
respond with a 404. The proxy will not resolve that the image request is intended for 
www.myothersite.com. 
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Ajax proxy limitations (continued)

�Security
�Does not provide filtering IP address

�Example:
� If proxy is configured for one application, another application can access 

the proxy

With Security, the proxy does not provide filtering IP addresses. As an example, even 
though the proxy may be configured to be used by your application, there is nothing to 
prevent another application from accessing the proxy. If you need to secure the proxy, 
then this should be done in the context of J2EE security. WebSphere Application Server 
documentation provides additional information on how to secure your J2EE application. 
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Ajax proxy logging

�Ajax proxy uses Jakarta commons logging
�Logging framework that supports Java logging and log4j

� For WebSphere Application Server (V6.0, V6.1)
�Supports trace and info logging
�Logging can be set through the administrative console

�WebSphere Application Server Community Edition 
uses the log4j logging package
� Modifying  the log4j-server.Properties file
�Log4j.category.com.ibm.ws.Ajaxproxy.servlet.proxyServlet=DEBUG

The Ajax proxy uses the Jakarta commons logging facility. The Jakarta commons logging 
provides a logging framework which can integrate other logging facilities such as log4j and 
java.util.logging. The logging configuration that you use will depend on the application 
server you are deploying the Ajax proxy to. 

For WebSphere Application Server V6.0 and V6.1, the Ajax proxy integrates with the 
logging in WebSphere facility and supports INFO level and FINEST level logging. Select 
the com.ibm.ws.Ajaxproxy package under the Logging and Tracing panel. Select finest to 
enable the TRACE level logging. To view request and header information sent to and from 
the Ajax proxy, enable tracing for the com.ibm.ws.Ajaxproxy.servlet package. INFO level 
logging is enabled by default in WebSphere. 

For other Application Servers such as WebSphere Community Edition that uses the log4j 
logging package, edit the log4j-server.properties file to add logging for the Ajax proxy 
servlet as is shown here.

There is a demonstration included in this education package to show how to install Ajax 
proxy into Eclipse. The demonstration also shows how to create an Ajax proxy project and 
how the proxy can be used with an example Web site.
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SummarySummary

Section

This section is the summary.
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Summary

�Ajax connectivity is for enabling connectivity from 
Ajax clients and mashups to external Web 
services, internal SOA services, and J2EE assets.

� JSON4J library allows for rapid exchange of 
JavaScript objects by implementing JSON for use 
within Java environments.

�Ajax proxy provides safe, reliable access to 
Internet based services and mashups from browser 
based Ajax applications

Ajax connectivity is for enabling connectivity from Ajax clients and mashups to external 
Web services, internal SOA services, and J2EE assets. The JSON4J library implements 
JSON for use in Java environments, and the Ajax proxy provides safe, reliable access to 
Internet based services and mashups from browser based Ajax applications.
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References

� Jakarta Commons Logging facility. The Jakarta 
Commons Logging provides a logging framework 
which can integrate other logging facilities such as 
log4j and java.util.logging.
http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/logging/

� Information on REST:
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/top.htm

� JSON: http://www.json.org/

These links are provided for your reference if you want more detailed information on any of 
these topics.
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Feedback

Your feedback is valuable
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback.

� Did you find this module useful?

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question?

� Do you have suggestions for improvements?

Click to send e-mail feedback:
mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_was_web20fp_Ajax-Connectivity.ppt

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../was_web20fp_Ajax-Connectivity.pdf

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback.
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